Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

My Personal Data Sources   |   My GPII Preferences (2)
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

---

**CONTRAST**
Adjusted Contrast to Black on White

- Track my feedback regarding this preference.
  - Last changed in May 1st.

**TEXT SIZE**
Adjusted text size to 26 points

- Track my feedback regarding this preference.
  - Last changed in May 17th.

**Go to GPII Preferences**
1. Logging into GPII
2. Enabling the Slef-Voicing
3. Going back to the MyL3
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

- Does this Self-Voicing help me?
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

- Does this Self-Voicing help me?
- This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:

Activity Timeline

- 01/05
- 17/05
- 25/05
- 29/05
- 10/06

All  Left to do  Completed
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator ....

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

- Does this Self-Voicing help me?
- This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:
  - reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview

GPII 01/05 17/05 25/05 29/05 10/06
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?
Apply for machine operator position.

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences
- Does this Self-Voicing help me?
- This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:
    - reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Activity Timeline Goals Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>GPII 1</th>
<th>GPII 2</th>
<th>GPII 3</th>
<th>GPII 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?
Apply for machine operator position.

Promote this note to a goal
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position ⭐

My to-do list for this goal:

*

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

• Does this Self-Voicing help me?👍👎

• This new contrast helps me with my:

☐ mood ☐ focus ☐ navigation ☐ typing ☐ other things like:

☐ reading long paragraphs on the screen.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position. Star

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

• Does this Self-Voicing help me?

• This new contrast helps me with my:

  □ mood  □ focus  □ navigation  □ typing  □ other things like:

  reading long paragraphs on the screen.
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me?

* This new contrast helps me with my:

  mood  focus  navigation  typing  other things like:

  reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview

GPII  01/05

GPII  17/05

Today  25/05  29/05

10/06
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

Does this Self-Voicing help me?

This new contrast helps me with my:
- mood
- focus
- navigation

This helps with other things like:
- reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Adjust the date for this goal:
20  June  2016

Or
mark it as:
Completed

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?
Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences
* Does this Self-Voicing help me?
* This new contrast helps me with my:
  □ mood  □ focus  □ navigation  □ typing  □ other things like:
  reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Adjust the date for this to-do item:
Day  Month  Year

Or
mark it as:
Completed

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences:

• Does this Self-Voicing help me?
• This new contrast helps me with my:
  □ mood □ focus □ navigation □ typing... other things like:
  □ reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Adjust the date for this to-do item:

31 May 2016

Or mark it as:

Completed

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences:

• Does this Self-Voicing help me?
• This new contrast helps me with my:
  □ mood □ focus □ navigation □ typing... other things like:
  □ reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Adjust the date for this to-do item:

31 May 2016

Or mark it as:

Completed
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

My GPII Preferences (3)

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position. ⭐

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me? 👍 😞

* This new contrast helps me with my:

☐ mood  ☐ focus  ☐ navigation  ☐ typing  ☐ other things like:

☐ reading long paragraphs on the screen.

On this day:

- Made a note
- Changed Contrast Setting in my GPII Preferences to Black on White

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me?

* This new contrast helps me with my:

  □ mood  □ focus  □ navigation  □ typing  □ other things like:

  reading long paragraphs on the screen.

On this day:

  - Call my old boss for a reference.
  - Update my JC profile.

My Notes - May

Day   Week   Month   Year

Today

10/06
20/06
29/05
31/05
25/05
17/05
01/05
17/05
25/05
29/05
31/05
10/06
20/06

GPII Preferences

My GPII Preferences (3)

My Personal Data Sources

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position. ⭐

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume ⏳

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me? ☑️

* This new contrast helps me with my:

☐ mood ☐ focus ☐ navigation ☐ typing other things like:

☐ reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Goal:

Get ready for job interview.

To do:

* finish writing my resume
* Get a reference letter from my old boss
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me?

* This new contrast helps me with my:

☐ mood  ☐ focus  ☐ navigation  ☐ typing  ☐ other things like:

reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Adjust the date for this goal:

20  June  2016

Or

mark it as:

Completed
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

* Does this Self-Voicing help me?
* This new contrast helps me with my:

☐ mood  ☐ focus  ☐ navigation  ☐ typing  other things like:

reading long paragraphs on the screen.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

* finish writing my resume

My to-do list for this goal:

Enables Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

- Does this Self-Voicing help me?
  - Yes
  - No

- This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:
    - reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

Adjusted Contrast to Black on White

- Track my feedback regarding this preference.
  - Last changed in May 1st.

Adjusted text size to 26 points

- Track my feedback regarding this preference.
  - Last changed in May 17th.

Enabled Screen Reader

- Track my feedback regarding this preference.
  - Last changed in May 25th.

Go to GPII Preferences
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences
* Does this Self-Voicing help me?
* This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:
  - reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Go to GPII Preferences
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?
Apply for machine operator position. ✫

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences
* Does this Self-Voicing help me?
  • This new contrast helps me with:
    □ mood □ focus □ navigation □ typing □ other things like:
    □ reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Activity Timeline

Tracked GPII Preferences

Preference that helped me
Undecided
Preferences that didn't help me
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

My GPII Preferences (3)

My Notes - May

Today

1. Black on White contrast helps me with navigation.
2. Self-voicing helps me with reading long paragraphs on the screen.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Preference that helped me

1. Black on White contrast helps me with navigation.
2. Self-voicing helps me with reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Undecided

Preference that didn't help me

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

My to-do list for this goal:
* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences
* Does this Self-Voicing help me?
  * This new contrast helps me with my:
    □ mood □ focus □ navigation □ typing □ other things like:
    reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Tracked GPII Preferences

1. Black on White contrast helps me with navigation.
2. Self-voicing helps me with reading long paragraphs on the screen.
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position. ★

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume  

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

• Does this Self-Voicing help me?  

• This new contrast helps me with my:

  □ mood  □ focus  □ navigation  □ typing  other things like:

    reading long paragraphs on the screen.

---

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview

GPII
  01/05 17/05 25/05

GPII
  29/05 31/05

Today
  25/05

My Notes - May

My Personal Data Sources     |   My GPII Preferences (3)

Tracked GPII Preferences

1  Preference that helped me

0  Undecided

2  Preferences that didn't help me
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position. 

My to-do list for this goal:

* finish writing my resume

Enabled Self-Voicing in GPII Preferences

- Does this Self-Voicing help me?

- This new contrast helps me with my:
  - mood
  - focus
  - navigation
  - typing
  - other things like:
    - reading long paragraphs on the screen.

Currently you don't have any personal data source added, such as calendar or fitness applications.

Add Personal Data Source
Use Case:

1. This is user’s first time on the MyL3

2. User has not accessed GPII Preferences previously.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Finding a job or applying for a new program are not easy tasks.
MyL3 helps you self-reflect on your progress to identify what works, what doesn't and what you need during this process.
With providing simple and quick information, you can track your progress, set goals, and jot down to-do lists.
With this information, you better know yourself and can plan how to achieve your goals the way you prefer.

Go to MyL3
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Tuesday - May 25th

Explore My GPII Preferences

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Activity Timeline  Goals Overview

Once you start adding items to your notepad, they will show up on this timeline.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3

Explore My GPII Preferences to access the main GPII settings and adjust your preferences.

Once you start adding items to your notepad, they will show up on this timeline.
Use Case:

1. User has not changed any GPII Preferences yet.

2. User has not defined any goals.
Tuesday - May 25th

What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.
What did I want to achieve by coming here today?

Apply for machine operator position.

No Goals or To-Do items are added yet.
Hello Jamie!
Welcome to MyL3